Hatchery Language

Glossary
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counter-shaded:

Offset coloration allowing an animalto be
hidden in its environment. Fish usually have
darker tops & lighter bottoms, making it difficult
to see from above or below.

cvcle:

A series of events that happen regularly and
repeatedly.

debris:

Left over material from something breaking
down or being broken.

decav:

To decompose or rot.

decompose:

To break down into smaller parts/ elements.
Living things that die are decomposed (brokendown) by microscopic organisms.

divide:

The line that separates watersheds, usually a
ridgetop.

domestication:

To adapt an animal to life in association with
humans.

dorsal fin:

Dorsal means top. This is the large fin on the
top of the back of a fish's back.

ecoloaical:

How plants, animals and other living creatures
interrelate totheir environment.

ecoloav:

The relationship or study of the relationship of a
fish or animal to its environment.

eddv:

A current of water (also could be air) which runs
against the main current.

electromaanetic signals:

Small electrical charges basedon magnetic
properties.

Endanaered Species Act:

A law that requires special protection for plant
and animal populations that are in danger of
becoming extinct.

estuarv:

The area where the tides of the ocean meet a
river current.

environment:

The total of all the things around you, both
physical and biological.

erosion:

The natural process of moving soil and rock
material from any part of the earth's surface.

evaoorate:

Change from a liquid or solid to a gas.

exploitation:

Take for personal use without providing a
benefit in return.

extinction:

Gone forever.

eved eau:

A fish egg that has developed to the point where
the dark eyes of the embryo can be seen
through the shell.

fertile:

An egg that has the potential to develop and
hatch or an animal or fish that can produce
young .

fertilize:

Mix sperm and eggs. One sperm unites
(fertilizes) one egg to create a complete set of
genetic instructions (genes).

finaerlina:

A small fish, up to one year of age. A small fish
about the size of your little finger. A stage or
size measurement in the growth of a fish.

inoraanic:

Made from material that is not from an animal
or plant

interspace:

The areas on a fish between the parr marks.

mash:

Food pellets fed toyoung fish at the hatchery.

maxillary:

The upper jaw boneof vertebrates, including
fish.

invertebrate:

midae:

juvenile:

miaration:

larvae:

milt:

Does not have a back-bone.

A young fish or animal that is not mature.
An immature stage of development in many
kinds of organisms.

The larval form of any two-winged fly.
Traveling between seasonal habitats.

A milky liquid from the male fish that contains
sperm.

lateral habitat:

Miocene:

lateral line:

mortality:

The calm water areas along the edges of a
stream.

A sensitive line along the side of a fish which
senses changes in pressure.

leaf litter:

Old fallen decaying leaves.

lethal:

Deadly; able to kill.

liberation truck:

The specially equipped tanker truck that hauls
fish to the place they will be stocked.

life cycle:

The stages of development from egg to adult.

limitina factor:

Factors that reduce the populations of living
organisms.

marked fish:

A fish that has had a fin clipped off, a dye

sprayed on, a tag attached, or a wire implanted
so it can be identified at a later date.

The geologic time period between twelve and
twenty-five millionyears ago.
Death.

naviaate:

To find one’s way on a journey between one
place and another.

niche:

The role that a fish or animal plays in the plant
and animal community. The type of habitat it
uses.

nutrients:

Natural particles which are used by living
organisms.

organic:

Of plant or animal origin.

oxvaen:

A gas essential for life.

parasite:

A plant or animal living in or off of another
plant or animal, in a harmful way.

parr marks:
The main § ~ ~ ~ strudbsres
o ~ i nfor fins of a fish,
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Vertical lines on young fish which make them
harder to see.

rearinq:

To raise young.

fins on either side of a fish;

pelvic fin:

Lower fin on either side of a fish; c
to hind legs.
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pesticide:

A substance that is poisonous to certain animals

considered by humans to be pests.

with what goes ora inside sf a

body.

plankton:
A tiny animal or plant which floats in water.

Dosf:

A still/caIm place of water.

pOrOUS:

Full of holes and al8ows li

predator:

e

The nest made by salmonids for their eggs.
s ~ o ~ ~ ~

resewoir:

Storage place f ~ water.
r

ion:
The process of getting oxygen into the blood,
either from the air or water. Another word for
breathing.

Kiffk
Fast, shallow waters of a stream.

riparian zone:
The vegetated area next to a stream/ river.

run:
-

A population of fisk that returns P B Q ~the ocean
at about the same time headed for the same
place.

ru n-off:

Excess water beyond the ~ O P ~ Jflow
I of a
stream.

An animal that eats another ani

salmonid:

An animal which is food to a ~ o t animal.
~ ~ r

sediment:

pristine:

Original, pure, uncorrupted.

rXeWa\r:
A redangular hatchery pond where water enters
at one end and leaves at the other.

rapid:

Fast moviwg churning water.

Any fish of thesalmon

trout group.

Fine particles of rock and sand that collects
along a river bottom.

seine:

A net weighted at the bottom that hawgs verti-

cally in the water and catches fish when its ends
are drawn together.

shelter:
Cower. A place to hide, raise the young, or get
protection from weather or predators.

silt:

Tiny, fine particles, such as soil or sand, suspended in and deposited by water.

slime laver:

The layer of mucous covering fish that protects
it from fungi, parasites, and disease.

smolt:

A young salmon or trout that has turned a
silvery color and is ready to migrate to the
ocean.

solar radiation:

Sun s energy with which plants use to grow and
produce food.

spawn:

The act of egg laying by the female and fertilization by the male.

species:

A specific type of animal or plant that can breed
and produce offspring only with its own kind.

sperm or milt:

Milky substance produced by the male fish to
fertilize eggs.

sport fishina:

Fishing done for sport or for personal use.

stocking:

The process of releasing fish into a lake or
stream.

storm drain:

Drains from streets and parking lots that
channel rain water directly into streams.

stream velocity:

The speed and volume with which a stream
flows.

streamline:

A torpedo like shape that moves easily through
the water.

c

substrate:

Bottom material.

terrestrial:

Belonging to the earth.

transpiration:

An animal or plant giving off a watery vapor.

tributarv:

A side stream which joins a larger river.

turbulence:

Uneven rough flow.

veaetation:

Variety of plants growing in an area.

vent:

The tube with which the female deposits her
eggs.

watershed:

The land area where water collects and flows.

weirs:
A fence or enclosure set in a waterway for

capturing fish. Also, a dam or obstruction
in a
stream to raise the water level or divert its flow.

wildlife:

All living animals, including birds, fish, insects,
mammals, etc.

yolk sac:

Sack attached to a newly-hatched fish containing
a balanced diet for its early growth.

zoodankton:

Microscopic and other very small animals in
water, many of which are larval forms.

